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The club celebrated a very successful St. Patrick’s Day weekend at the City of Dublin celebration on
the grounds of the civic center. Last Tuesday, President Rich presented thanks to Linda “I didn’t do
anything” Smith, Ron Mazur and Dennis Miller. Thanks to a tremendous volunteering response from
club members, great weather, and a very well-organized event on the part of the Club, the expected
TVS½XWEVIMRXLISVHIVSJSJ[LMGL[MPPFIGSRXVMFYXIHXS(YFPMR´W6SXEV]*SYRHEtion. The City’s celebration was the best ever and Rotary was pleased to receive the beer and wine
GSRGIWWMSRJSV7IITLSXSGSZIVEKIXLVSYKLSYXXLMWMWWYIXLI7LEQVSGOETSPSKM^IWJSV7EXYVHE]
afternoon photo coverage only as many of the hard-working club volunteers are not pictured. (By
XLI[E] MJ[IVYRSYXSJFMPPWEKEMR XV]XLI(SPPEV7XSVI 8LMW[IIOLIVIGSKRM^IHXLSWI[LS
had contributed more than a double shift at the event. Not pictured are Jeff Leuchi and Don Price.
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]SYLEZIPSWXEPSXSJ[IMKLX²±;LEXE
beautiful photo of you.” Or, sometimes
not so pleasant, “Who did your photo,
the police department? You look much
better than that.”

How tough can it be – after all, we are just matching up willing buyers with willing
sellers, aren’t we? And not only that, selling beer seems to involve a series of simple
WXITW IEGLSJ[LMGLVIUYMVIWEFSYXE½ZIQMRYXIXVEMRMRKTIVMSHSV WLSVXSJXLEX
utilizing previously learned life experiences. There’s explaining the choices, taking the
order, making change, relaying the order to the beer pourer, pouring the beer with
XLITVSTIVWTIIHERHGYTXMPXERHTPEGMRKMXSREXEFPI[LIVIJVSQMXMWTMGOIHYTERH
handed to the thirsty buyer.Wait, there is one more important step – making sure the
FY]IVMW[IEVMRKE[VMWXFERH [LMGLGIVXM½IWXLEXXLI[IEVIVLEWZMWMXIHEWITEVEXI
nearby booth and has offered satisfying proof to having attained the legal drinking age.
Dispensing wristbands, because it
involves very important decisionmaking not required elsewhere
in the beer selling process, is
reserved for wise and mature
Rotarians. The fact that the beer
buyers’ line is so much longer
than the wristband line offers
WYJ½GMIRXTVSSJXLEX[MWHSQERH
maturity does in fact equate to
shorter lines. Which leads me
XSQ]JVMIRH4EQ [MXL[LSQ-WTIRXERIRXMVIWLMJXQEOMRKXLIHMJ½GYPX[VMWXFERH
yes/no decisions. Pam, working in the shadow of the Dublin
library – she was a District library computer geek before her
retirement – tried her best to level up the lines by thoroughly
investigating each wristband candidate. Even with the driver’s
license in her hand, she would ask each person, “How old are
you?” This was preferred to the mental subtraction necessary
XSGEPGYPEXIMJXLITSVXP]KVI]LEMVIHTIVWSRFSVRMR[EW
OK for a wristband. Mostly, she offered pleasant comments,
±=SY´VIJVSQ)PO+VSZI#8LEX´WSRISJQ]JEZSVMXIGMXMIW²±;S[

A man with a bushy red
beard and a shaved head
was asked if he was a true
ginger. When he assured
her he was, she responded
enthusiastically that she likes gingers since
she is a ginger. After a few subsequent
similar discussions with other customers, it dawned on me that gingers were
people with red hair. Later, after an online
search, I found that referring to redhaired people as gingers was a centuriesold expression whose origins probably
dated back to the fact that some ginger
plants or fruit have a reddish tint to them.
However, any such discussion is quickly
dismissed by reference to the Gilligan
Island female crew – red haired Ginger
and dark haired Mary Ann. You know,
Ginger or Mary Ann?
Realistically, most underage wannabe
drinkers don’t dare get into the wristFERH PMRI MR XLI ½VWX TPEGI WMRGI XLI]
would face public shaming if discovered.
*YVXLIVXLIXSYKLRIWWMRHIGMWMSRQEOMRK
is somewhat reduced by the fact that
young people have a different shaped
license which indicates the day they will
XYVR  -R JEGX HYVMRK XLI IRXMVI WLMJX
only one young man was turned down,
responding with a pout and a neartantrum before his parents put him back
in his stroller.
So, if you perceive yourself to be wise
and mature, sign
up for wristband
duty next time,
but above all, try
to get a shift with
+MRKIVIVV4EQ
&KULV.LQ]HO
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G^pF^f[^klLi^ZdNi
Gauthan Tandon
recently spoke
about the difference between
“giving back” in
the Silicon Valley
corporate culture
he spent time in
and the hands on
experiences he
has already noted here at Dublin Rotary.
He used to conduct his community work
through a payroll deduction, earning
points.
He and his wife just greeted their second
GLMPHLI´WSVMKMREPP]JVSQ2I[(IPLM±RSX
-RHME² LI SVMKMREPP] GEQI LIVI LI WE]W
±MR=/²XS[SVOJSVEWXEVXYT ,I[EW
doing software at night and selling during the day. Recently he started his own
company and now lives in Dublin. A

JVMIRHMR*VIQSRXXSPHLMQEFSYX6SXEV]
he has enjoyed his Rotary experience
very much.

1EVIP]RI (IZM was inducted into
QIQFIVWLMT VIGIRXP] LIV QIRXSV MW
0MRHE7QMXL1EVIP]RI grew up in
EZIV]TSSVJEQMP]SJIMKLXMR*MNMEWXLI
youngest child. She and her husband have
one child, who is a senior at Irvington
,MKL7GLSSPMR*VIQSRX;LMPI[SVOMRK
MR*VIQSRXWLIXVMIHSYXSRISJXLIPSGEP
Rotary clubs, but “never felt welcome.”

Her father, a truck driver, raised her to do
lots of community work, but she hated
MX2S[WLIJIIPWHMJJIVIRXP]WLIVIKYPEVP]
sends wheel chairs and supplies back to
her country.
She came here
MRERHRS[
holds a green
card. She is happy
that her mother
is visiting her this
month. She is a
business banker at
XLIRI[*VIQSRX
Bank branch in the
*EPPSR +EXI[E] GIRXIV ,IV GSQTER]
[ERXIHLIVXSNSMR6SXEV]MXWIIQWLIV
new found appreciation for community
WIVZMGI[MPP½X[IPP[MXLLIVRI[6SXEV]
heritage.Welcome to Rotary, +EYXLER
and 1EVIP]RI

P^eePZm^k_hkGb\ZkZ`nZ
Rich Bennett told us about our Area 4 project in which we utilize our district funds to obtain a Rotary grant. The Rotary clubs
JVSQ(YFPMR4PIEWERXSRERH0MZIVQSVIGSQFMRIHXLIMVJYRHWERH[MXLEQEXGLMRKKVERXKIRIVEXIHETVSNIGXXSEMHE
WGLSSPMR2MGEVEKYE0MOISXLIVSZIVWIEW6SXEV]TVSNIGXWEPSGEPGPYFQEREKIWXLITVSNIGXMRXLMWGEWIEVIXMVIHQERJVSQ*VERGI
is the local person in charge. These photos demonstrate the classroom, the existing hand-cranked well and water tank, the site
SJXLIRI[[IPPERH[EXIVXEROXLI[SVOSRXLIRI[WITXMGXEROERHPIEGLPMRIERHXLI6SXEV]GVIHMXWMKR=SYV6SXEV]*SYRHEXMSRHSPPEVWEX[SVO&]XLI[E]0EVV](WE]WMXMWXMQIXSLSRSV]SYVTPIHKIJSVXLI*SYRHEXMSR8LEROWXS6MGLJSVLEZMRK
Dublin Rotary sponsor this project.
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Hma^kBfihkmZgmG^pl
We w e r e e x tremely happy
t o s e e + E V ]
*MWLIVlast Tuesday. Gar y has
had some medical misfor tunes
recently, but looks
to be in top shape
now. Good to see
]SY +EV] %PWS SYV IRXV] MR XLI -Rtegrity in Action bowling tournament
GETXYVIH8LMVH 4PEGI %PER &VS[R
and those 8LEP
FPYQ kids are the
best. It looks like
one of the team
members had to
use a pumpkin instead of bowling
ball – should we
take up a collection
for her?
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:khng]Ma^Khhf
Around The RoomThere continues to be a lot going on at
Dublin Rotary. Congratulations to (IRRMW1MPPIV for
his selection as Rotarian of the
Quarter. Dennis was a major
part of the successful Rotary
beer sale at the Shamrock
*IWXMZEP ,I [SVOIH EVSYRH
the clock all weekend and
devoted countless hours in
the days and weeks leading up
to the event. Dennis has held
most, if not all, of the key positions in Dublin Rotary over
the years including serving as
'PYF 4VIWMHIRX MR 
EJXIVNSMRMRKXLIGPYFMRE
QIVI]IEVWEKS8LIWIKY]W
look really happy they must
know something we don’t.
Next week is social time –
we’ll meet on Wednesday
%TVMPEXTQEXXLI'SGS
'EFERE6IWXEYVERXSR8EWWENEVE6SEHMRXLI7EJI[E]GIRXIV8LIJSSHMWSRXLIGPYF
No meeting on Tuesday.
.ERMRI reminds us of the big annual Community
All Stars recognition luncheon is planned for TuesHE]%TVMPEXRSSREXXLI7LERRSR'IRXIVEPSRK
San Ramon Road. We are encouraged to sign up
very early and pay in advance of the meeting –
there will be on-line signups and payment.The cost
8LMWMWSTIRXSXLITYFPMGFVMRK]SYVJVMIRH

The Student of the Month for DHS is
6EGLIP=SSR'SRKVEXYPEXMSRW

is

0EVV]WE]W]SYWLSYPHLEZIKMZIRFPSSHSR;IHRIWHE]MR0MZIVQSVIMJ]SYHMHR´X
you will have on more chance in Pleasanton soon. Yet again he reminds us to honor
SYV6SXEV]*SYRHEXMSRTPIHKI [LMGLXLMW]IEVMWKIEVIHXSEWWMWXMRKERIQMGMRWYVance agents.
The Student of the Month from Valley
High School, which is not located in
Castro Valley, is %RXLSR]+IRXV].
He is another student who found great
success in the caring atmosphere at the
school. His family is moving to WisconWMRXLMWWYQQIVLIMWTPERRMRKXSEXXIRH
Madison Technical College. Congratulations. Also, congrats to %PER&VS[R
for his recent success at Camp Parks.
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KhmZkrRhnma>q\aZg`^:Mk^f^g]hnlHiihkmngbmr_hkLmn]^gml
Rotary Youth
Exchange
is a legacy
Rotary program that is
available to
all clubs, but
probably underutilized in
our District.
It provides
ttremendous
oppor tunities for high school age children sponsored and facilitated by Rotary Clubs
and members. Kevin Greenlee of the
Pleasanton Rotary Club brought four
students and four of his club members
to give us a full understanding of what
it is, how it works, and how the participants feel about it. Rotary has two types
of RYE, a short term exchange of about
six weeks that occurs over the summer
months. These are family to family exchanges arranged by Rotarians.

par ticipants. Students are trained to
be ambassadors for their country, their
family, for Rotary and for every future
exchange student. The result – the Rotary program is lower in cost and has a
higher positive outcome.

exchange students into their homes
and help students integrate into their
new lives. There are a lot of exchange
programs but Rotary is very different
because it is comprised of a worldwide
network of volunteers – they participate
willingly and they know the value.
8LIVIMWE[IPPHI½RIHWIXSJVYPIWERH
procedures that provides safety to all

This program was about the long term
exchanges that place students in another
country for an entire school year. In this
program, District Exchange Committees
interview and select students interested
in spending an entire school year in
another country. Rotary Clubs sponsor
outgoing students and host inbound stuHIRXW%]SYXLI\GLERKISJ½GIVSZIVWIIW
activities.
Youth exchange officers train host
families and counselors to welcome

The concept of
youth exchange
was star ted by
gover nments
to encourage
peace and understanding between countries.
We heard from
one local student
who participated in the program, two
students currently from other countries
– Italy and Brazil – and one students who
wants to participate in the future. The
universal result: students experience the
“best year of my life”. They learn now
languages and new cultures. Everyone
that spends time with them develops
emotional bonds and lasting friendships.
The personal growth students experience on exchange provides them life skills
that will aid them the rest of their lives.
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P^DghpMa^Lhenmbhg
So proclaimed
Claudia and John
McDonagh, from
the Castro Valley
Citizen’s Climate
Committee, par t
of a national organization aiming
to cool the planet
by a couple of
degrees. A pretty
brazen comment
since there are
questions in some
people’s minds
about the nature
of the problem
to be solved. The
premise of the
presentation and
their proposal is
XLEXXLIVI±MWRSWGMIRXM½GHMWEKVIIQIRX²
on the subject of global warming and its
causes.
However, they presented a calm, rational
and bi-partisan program bringing a robin
hood-like approach in which oil, gas and
coal fossil fuel companies and organizations are levied large fees collected by
the government and distributed in the
form of dividends to the people. All
of the money, less a small percentage
for administration, is given to families.

What does this accomplish? The oil
companies r aise
the price of their
products to offset their increased
costs. The families
use their dividends
to help pay for the
increased costs of
JYIP JEQMPMIW [MXL
smaller carbon footprints will have a
RIX½RERGMEPFIRI½X
while people with bigger footprints will
lose money. Over time, everyone will
tend to switch to cheaper fuel sources
such as solar and wind power and everyone will be better off.
8LIVIEVIQSVIFIRI½XW -R&VMXMWL'Slumbia, where a program like this has
been in effect for a number of years,
the per capita monthly gasoline fuel
GSRWYQTXMSR HVSTTIH JVSQ  KEPPSRW
MRXSEFMXSZIVKEPPSRWMR
Meanwhile, the rest of the Canadian
provinces, without the carbon fee and
HMZMHIRH TVSKVEQ LSZIVIH EVSYRH 
gallons per month consumption for all
]IEVW%RHJSYVFYPPIXTSMRXWSRXLI
Citizens’ Climate Lobby chart tell it all:
JYIPYWIHS[R+(4YT.SFWYT4STYPEV
The monthly dividend per family would

WXEVXSYXEXEFSYXERH[SYPHVMWI
XSF]%RHHYVMRKXLEXWEQI
time period, Regional Impact Modeling, Inc. predicts that a cumulative total
SJ  PMZIW [SYPH FI WEZIH±HYI
to avoided air pollution.” Three million
new jobs are predicted, in part because
more dollars would be circulating in the
economy.
Ironically, on the same day as the presentation, President Donald Trump signed an
order to undo Obama-era regulations to
curb climate change, keeping a campaign
promise to support the coal industry
while calling into question U.S. support
JSVERMRXIVREXMSREPHIEPXS½KLXKPSFEP
warming.

Ma^>Zlm;Zr<abe]k^g lMa^Zmk^L^ko^l=blZ]oZgmZ`^]Db]l
The main purpose
of EBCT has been
to bring the heritage
of traditional folk
and fairy tales (in
the form of musiGEPXLIEXVI XSIGSnomically disadvantaged elementar y
schools in the east bay. The program is
free to the schools and relies on donations and fund raising for support.

The productions are geared to highlight
important moral lessons that promote
positive values and strengthen self-esXIIQSJGLMPHVIR%TTVS\MQEXIP]IPementary school children (pre-K through
KVEHI IEGL]IEVEVIIRXIVXEMRIHHYVMRK
the visits to their schools.The mission of
EBCT is to provide children an opportunity to experience musical theater, to
promote academic achievement in literacy to low and moderate income students,
to expose students to new ideas that

ignite their
interest
and their
imaginaXMSRW ERH
to support a multi-dimensional learning
and teaching environment in the classroom.
Their productions tend to be zany takeoffs of well-known musicals – the current
production is “That’s Our Snow White.”
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1MGLIPPI1G(SREPHXLI4YFPMG-RJSVQEXMSR3J½GIVSJXLI(97(
VIGIRXP]HMWGYWWIHERYTGSQMRKGIPIFVEXMSRSJXLIXLERRMZIVWEV] SJ (YFPMR IHYGEXMSR TPERRIH JSV 1E]  1MGLIPPI
said the school district is collaborating with Dublin Partners
in Education, the City, and the Dublin Historical Preservation
Association on the event. It will include an exhibit at the MurVE] 7GLSSPLSYWI E HSGYQIRXEV] ½PQ TVSHYGIH F] (YFPMR
,MKL7GLSSPWOMXWMRVHKVEHIGPEWWIW
throughout the District, snow cones
ERHOIXXPIGSVRSRXLIXLERHEHHMXMSREPIRXIVXEMRQIRX
She also suggested that the Dublin Rotary Club could
get involved by helping with a project to archive historic
information current in disarray.
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'HVLJQ*HUL)ROH\
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